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Lie, Viola

Viola Lie is a player character played by Immortal Cyan.

Viola Lie
Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Woman

Year of Birth: YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Information Technology

Occupational Code: 06A
Rank: Santô Hei

Current Placement: YSS Sakishima

Physical Description

Height: 4’8”
Mass: 69 Lb.
Measurements: 28A-20-30

Standing at 4’8” and weighing 69 pounds, Viola is a short and skinny woman with proportionally wide
hips. Her skin has a rosy-pale shade and her hair is platinum blonde with a straight, silky texture. It is
most often worn at neck length and styled to resemble peek-a-boo bangs, which almost perpetually
cover her right eye. Her eyebrows are light brown, sit high above her eyes, and have a dramatic arch.
She has ice blue monolid eyes with distinctive “Aegyo sal”, which give her a distinctively youthful
appearance. Finally, she has a small, well-defined nose and thick lips, which are complemented by her
full jawline that gives her face a round profile. She has hairless, Neko-style ears.

Personality

Viola Lie has an impassive and unemotional disposition. Yet, her exterior belies her true motivations. She
seeks adoration and approval from her peers and superiors, and is often willing to change herself to
accomplish this. As a result, she is highly motivated and conscientious, even when performing activities
that she despises. She also favors the company of other Nekos, preferring their professionalism to the
perceived casual attitudes of “the aliens”.

History

Created in Kyoto on Yamatai in YE 38, Viola underwent socialization training at Fort Victory Reserve
Center immediately after her birth. She soon developed an impassive and cold outward disposition under
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the influence of one her superiors, who punished her for outward displays of emotion. During basic
training, Viola developed an aversity to combat and other “dirty” tasks, with the exception of a few more
intimate activities. She found a passion for mathematics, information technology, and communications.
At the end of basic training, Viola opted to train for a career in information technology. She finished her
training with top marks, and proved herself to be a talented hacker.

Skills Learned

Viola Lie has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Viola Lie is connected to:

Kyoto, Yamatai

Inventory & Finance

Viola Lie has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Viola Lie currently has 3000 KS.

Figments of Fantasia Profile

Name: Fenxi

Gender: Woman

Race: Gnome

Class: Warrior

Appearance:

Height: 3’0”
Weight: 40 Lbs.
Measurements: 24D-16-28.55

Fenxi has a small frame that is amply filled out with athletic, feminine, and plump curves. The most
distinctive feature of her figure is her shapely, plump, and, protruding rear. Her skin tone is dark tan and
her hair is dyed cyan. She normally wears her hair in a pixie cut, with one side sweeping nearly over the
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entirety of the left half of her face, including her eye. Fenxi has a heart-shaped facial profile. She has a
round and button nose, full lips, and large, magenta eyes.

Personality: Nurturing, Passionate, Sensitive

History: After being mindwiped by a mage in punishment for a crime, Fenxi lost all memory of her past.
However, she still retains a few skills and passions.

OOC Information

In the case ximmortalxbeauty becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Lie, Viola
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Active Player Character
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